
From:
To: Planning
Subject: planning app nym/2018/0177/fl
Date: 27 April 2018 15:20:34

 fao Hilary Saunders re NYM/2018/0177/FL Hi Hilary I have some concerns re this
application i wonder if you could advise me if you think they are relevent as the
applicant and people that live nearby are pretty recent residents they are probably
unaware of the work that was carried out to save the area.The Cliff at the rear of
the Quarterdeck is not as claimed stable it still has movement with bits slipping
down the steps on the cleveland way and cliff path have had to be repaired
several times by your rangers.When the Quarterdeck was built in the 50s (picture
enclosed probably covering area where any hut would have been the Quarterdeck
is council owned) there was land drainge put in that runs out of the pipes i can
send you some old photos of the pipes if you wish but i do not know where they
run at the rear of the quarterdeck though but they do still run now.In 2000 there
was extensive work carried out and extra land drainage put in(i watched it be put
in) clearly shown on the plans with planting of bushes etc you hold the plans
attachment sent. The works were carried out to protect the southern point of the
village as the cliff was slipping away there are also Geology reports on line
backing this up.Yes the cliff is much better now but has still slipped a fair bit.The
new plans seem to be right over where all the land drainage is and a service
trench would also cut through them.I wonder if you feel this has any bearing on the
application as it would be hard to repair again to safegaurd properties above with
services and building in the way.Also my friend Joseph Ferns had his application
nyn4/029/0182e/pa to have a hot food takeaway at the post office turned down on
appeal back in 1999 he was so upset he sold up and bought a cafe in scarborough
in the appeal section 12 it was stated policy tr13  that it conflicts with the interests
of local residents and section 7 likely lead to an over comercialisation of the village
or area.As it was failed on these points I wonder if you have time would you have
a look at it and if you think it would be relevant let me know as it seems a bit unfair
on Mr Ferns if so.Sorry for taking your time up as i know you are sure to be very
busy. thanks Neil Purves  

mailto:planning@northyorkmoors.org.uk
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From:
To: Planning
Subject: photos fao hilary saunders
Date: 29 April 2018 21:06:48

 re p;anning app NYM/2018/0177/FL more old photos fao Hilary Saunders from neil
purves,willowdene,church lane,fylingthorpe,north yorkshire,yo224pn showing how
cliff has moved and site of quarterdeck where hut would have been(scarborough
council land) re earlier questions.Awaiting your reply Regards Neil Purves

mailto:planning@northyorkmoors.org.uk












From:
To: Planning
Subject: drainage photo
Date: 30 April 2018 10:20:15

 re p;anning app NYM/2018/0177/FL  old photo fao Hilary Saunders from neil
purves,willowdene,church lane,fylingthorpe,north yorkshire,yo224pn of the
Quarterdeck showing showing where the land drainage pipes that run through it
from when it was built in the 50s come out now they have rock armour in front of
them but they still do run  re earlier questions.Awaiting your reply as to if you think
any of this is relavent thanks Neil Purves

mailto:planning@northyorkmoors.org.uk


From:
To: Planning
Subject: Fwd: planning app nym/2018/0177/fl
Date: 28 April 2018 09:54:56

Hi sorry my address is willowdene, church lane,Fylingthorpe,north
yokshire,yo224pn regards Neil Purves

From: "NEIL PURVES" 
To: planning@northyorkmoors.org.uk
Sent: Friday, 27 April, 2018 3:19:53 PM
Subject: planning app nym/2018/0177/fl

 fao Hilary Saunders re NYM/2018/0177/FL Hi Hilary I have some concerns re this
application i wonder if you could advise me if you think they are relevent as the
applicant and people that live nearby are pretty recent residents they are probably
unaware of the work that was carried out to save the area.The Cliff at the rear of
the Quarterdeck is not as claimed stable it still has movement with bits slipping
down the steps on the cleveland way and cliff path have had to be repaired
several times by your rangers.When the Quarterdeck was built in the 50s (picture
enclosed probably covering area where any hut would have been the Quarterdeck
is council owned) there was land drainge put in that runs out of the pipes i can
send you some old photos of the pipes if you wish but i do not know where they
run at the rear of the quarterdeck though but they do still run now.In 2000 there
was extensive work carried out and extra land drainage put in(i watched it be put
in) clearly shown on the plans with planting of bushes etc you hold the plans
attachment sent. The works were carried out to protect the southern point of the
village as the cliff was slipping away there are also Geology reports on line
backing this up.Yes the cliff is much better now but has still slipped a fair bit.The
new plans seem to be right over where all the land drainage is and a service
trench would also cut through them.I wonder if you feel this has any bearing on the
application as it would be hard to repair again to safegaurd properties above with
services and building in the way.Also my friend Joseph Ferns had his application
nyn4/029/0182e/pa to have a hot food takeaway at the post office turned down on
appeal back in 1999 he was so upset he sold up and bought a cafe in scarborough
in the appeal section 12 it was stated policy tr13  that it conflicts with the interests
of local residents and section 7 likely lead to an over comercialisation of the village
or area.As it was failed on these points I wonder if you have time would you have
a look at it and if you think it would be relevant let me know as it seems a bit unfair
on Mr Ferns if so.Sorry for taking your time up as i know you are sure to be very
busy. thanks Neil Purves  

mailto:planning@northyorkmoors.org.uk
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